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Mellon Innovating International Teaching, Research, and Collaboration 2013-2014 Awards

Graduate Student Short Term Fellowships

Catherine Bishop, “Thirty Years of Appropriate Technology in the African Oil Palm Belt: A Multi-Sited Ethnography of Development,” Department of Geography, College of Arts and Sciences

Chi-Hoon Kim, “National Cuisine as a Nation-building Strategy: Traditionalist and Globalist Production of a Global Korean Cuisine,” Department of Anthropology, College of Arts and Sciences

Alissa Davis, “Socio-Cultural Barriers to Health Service Utilization among Female Uyghur Migrant Workers in Guangzhou China,” Department of Epidemiology & Biostatistics, School of Public Health

Theresa Dazey, “Cultural Negotiation at the Creation of Jordan: Arabs, Circassians and Empore, 1878-1939,” Department of History, College of Arts and Sciences

Kristin Francoeur, “Toward a Re-Evaluation of Gender and Empowerment in ‘Development’: The Impact of Religion on North Indian NGOs,” Department of Religious Studies, College of Arts and Sciences


Eveline Yang, “Mapping Citizens, Mapping Tibetans: Geographical Knowledge and the Production of Identity in Tibetan Regions of the People’s Republic of China,” Department of Anthropology and Central Eurasian Studies, College of Arts and Sciences
Faculty Short Term Fellowships

**Tom Evans**, “Food Security and Agricultural Decision-Making in East and Southern Africa,” Department of Geography, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor

**Laura Foster**, “Decolonizing Innovation: Patent Law, Benefit Sharing, and the Re-invention of Nature in Southern Africa,” Department of Gender Studies, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor

**Jeffrey Gould**, “Port Triumph—Packinghouse Workers and Fishermen in the Rise and Fall of the Shrimp Industry,” Department of History, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor

Innovative Curriculum

**Erna Alant and Beth Samuelson**, “Bridging Differences: The Art and Science of Empathetic Communication,” Department of Curriculum & Instruction, and Department of Literacy, Culture, and Language Education, School of Education, Professor and Assistant Professor

Innovative Workshops

**Deborah Cohn**, “Science Fiction in the Americas Workshop (featuring Junot Díaz),” Departments of Spanish and Portuguese and American Studies, Professor

**Danny James**, “From Proletariat to Precariat: Changing Labor Relations in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries,” Department of History, College of Arts and Sciences, Professor

**Kaya Şahin**, “Revisiting the Sunni-Shiite Conflict in the Early Modern Middle East,” Department of History, College of Arts and Sciences, Assistant Professor